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Abstract
Dialog systems need to understand scenes in order to have conversations with users
about the objects and events around them. Scene-aware dialog systems could be
developed by integrating state-of-the-art technologies from multiple research areas,
including: end-to-end dialog technologies, which generate system responses using
models trained from dialog data; visual question answering (VQA) technologies,
which answer to questions about images using learned image features; and video
description technologies, in which videos are described/narrated using multimodal
information. This article proposes a video scene-aware dialog track for the 7th
Dialog System Technology Challenges (DSTC7) workshop. The task is to generate
system responses in a dialog about an input video.
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Introduction

Recently, spoken dialog technologies have been
applied in real-world man-machine interfaces
including smart phone digital assistants, car navigation, voice-controlled speakers, and humanfacing robots. In these applications, however, all
conversation is triggered by user speech input,
and the contents of system responses are limited
by the training data (sets of dialogs). Current
dialog systems cannot understand scenes using
multimodal sensor-based input such as vision
and non-speech audio, so machines using such
dialog systems cannot have a conversation about
what’s going on in their surroundings. To develop machines that can carry on a conversation
about objects and events taking place around
users, scene-aware dialog technology is essential.

Figure 1: A sample of VQA [1].

To interact with humans about visual information, Visual Question Answering (VQA) is intensively researched in the field of computer vision
[1, 2, 3]. The goal of VQA is to generate answers to questions about an imaged scene, using the
information present in a static image. Example questions from a popular VQA dataset are shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 2: The VQA model of [1], which encodes questions using a two-layer LSTM and encodes
images using the last fully connected layer of VGGNet.
Figure 2 shows a recent VQA system [1] that encodes the questions using a two-layer long short-term
memory (LSTM) network and encodes the images using features from VGGNet [4]. Both the question
features and the image features are transformed to a common space and fused via element-wise
multiplication. The result is then passed through a fully connected layer followed by a softmax layer
to obtain a distribution over answers.
In the proposed track of DSTC7, we extend the goal of VQA in two ways. First, we extend the
interaction from from simple single-turn question answering to multi-turn dialogs, in which the
utterances in each turn may reference information from previous turns of the dialog. (See Figure 3
for an example.) Second, we extend the subject of the interaction from unimodal static images to
multimodal videos, where input features could come from multiple domains including image features,
motion features, non-speech audio, and speech audio. There is recent work on each of these two
extensions individually, as described below. However, we are not aware of any existing research that
combines the two extensions, as this challenge track proposes.
1.1

Extension from VQA to Visual Dialog

While VQA takes a significant step towards
human-machine interaction, it still represents
only a single round of a dialog—unlike in human conversations, there is no scope for followup questions, no memory in the system of previous questions asked by the user, nor consistency
with respect to previous answers provided by
the system
As a step towards conversational visual AI, we
introduced [5] the new task of visual dialog,
which requires an AI agent to hold a meaningful
dialog with humans in natural, conversational
language about visual content [6], as shown in
the example in Figure 3. Specifically, given
an image I, a history of a dialog consisting of a
sequence of question-answer pairs, and a natural
language follow-up question, the task for the
machine is to answer the question in free-form Figure 3: A sample of Visual Dialog [5]. The task
of Visual Dialog requires an AI agent to hold a
natural language.
meaningful dialog with humans in natural, converThis task is the visual analogue of the Turing sational language about visual content.
Test. Visual dialog is disentangled enough from
a specific downstream task so as to serve as a
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general test of machine intelligence, while being
sufficiently grounded in vision to allow objective evaluation of individual responses and benchmark
progress. In order to be successful, a visual dialog agent must possess a host of multimodal AI
capabilities: the ability of infer context from dialog history and resolve co-references (what does
‘it’ refer to?), the ability to ground the question in the image (where is ‘it’, the mug, located in the
image), and the ability to be consistent in its responses over time.

1.2

Extension from Image Description to Video Description

To understand scenes for dialogs, existing VQA
technologies could be combined with technologies for automatic video description, also known
as video captioning. Video description systems generate natural language descriptions for
scenes, such as outputting a sentence that summarizes an input video.
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enable focusing on specific parts of the image
Figure 4: An encoder-decoder based sentence genwhen generating each word of the description.
erator with attention-based multimodal fusion for
In addition to being used for image description, video description.
encoder-decoder networks have also been applied to the task of video description [10]. Recently, we [11] introduced a multimodal attention mechanism that selectively attends to different input
modalities (feature types) in addition to different times in the input video, to improve the performance
of encoder-decoder-based video description (see Figure 4). Table 1 shows sample results of video
descriptions from [11].
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Table 1: Sample video description results from [11] on the YouTube2Text dataset. The first row of
descriptions were generated by a unimodal system with only image features (VGG-16) and temporal
attention. “V”, “A” and “AV” respectively show results from using visual features alone, audio
features alone, and a combination of visual and audio features.

Sample Image
Unimodal (VGG-16)
Naïve Fusion (V)
Naïve Fusion (AV)
Attentional Fusion (V)
Attentional Fusion (AV)
Discussion

a monkey is running
a dog is playing
a monkey is running
a monkey is pulling a dogs tail
a monkey is playing
Attentional Fusion (V)
(i.e., Multimodal attention on visual features)
worked best.
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a man is slicing a potato
a woman is cutting an onion
a woman is peeling an onion
a man is slicing a potato
a woman is peeling an onion
Our inclusion of audio
features enabled the
“peeling" action to be
identified.

a man is singing
a man is singing
a man is playing a guitar
a man is playing a guitar
a man is playing a violin
Both audio features and
multimodal attention are
needed to identify "violin".

Due to significant opportunities for new breakthroughs at the intersection of dialog and computer
vision technologies, we are proposing a challenge track for to the 7th Dialog System Technology
Challenges (DSTC7) workshop.
The focus of this new challenge track is to train end-to-end conversation models from human-tohuman conversations about video scenes. Challenge participants will train end-to-end dialog models
using paired data comprising short videos (with audio) and the text of human-to-human dialogs about
each video. The goal of the system is to generate natural and informative sentences in response to
user’s questions or comments, given the video and the previous lines of the dialog.

2

Tasks

In the proposed challenge track, a system must generate sentence(s) in response to a user input in a
given dialog context, which consists of dialog history (previous utterances by both user and system)
in addition to video and audio information that comprise the scene. The quality of automatically
generated sentences is evaluated using objective measures to determine whether or not the generated
sentences are natural and informative. This track consists of two tasks:
Task 1: All or part of the provided training data may be used to train conversation models. External
data may not be used for training, except that publicly available pre-trained feature extraction
models (e.g., VGGNet) are permitted.
Task 2: In addition to the training data provided, any additional publicly available data (such as
publicly available text, image, and video datasets and pretrained models) may be used as
external knowledge to train the system. However, the training data should not overlap with
the validation and test data provided by organizers.
Challenge participants can select to submit entries in Task 1, Task 2, or both. The training data and a
baseline system will be released to all participants of DSTC7.
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Data collection

3.1

Video Scene-Aware Dialog Data Collection

We will collect dialog data using text-based conversations about short videos from existing
video description datasets, such as CHARADES (http://allenai.org/plato/charades/) and Kinetics
(https://deepmind.com/research/open-source/open-source-datasets/kinetics/). The data collection
paradigm will be similar to the one we used in [5], in which for each image, two different Mechanical
Turk workers interacted via a text interface to yield a dialog. In [5], each dialog consisted of a
sequence of questions and answers about an image (see Figure 3).
3.2

Objective evaluation

The quality of the automatically generated sentences will be evaluated with objective measures to
measure the similarity between the generated sentences and ground truth sentences. For the challenge
track, we will use nlg-eval1 for objective evaluation of system outputs, which is a publicly
available tool supporting various unsupervised automated metrics for natural language generation.
The supported metrics include word-overlap-based metrics such as BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE_L,
and CIDEr, and embedding-based metrics such as SkipThoughts Cosine Similarity, Embedding
Average Cosine Similarity, Vector Extrema Cosine Similarity, and Greedy Matching Score. Details
of these metrics are described in [12].
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Summary

This article described the proposed Video Scene-Aware Dialog track for the 7th Dialog System
Technology Challenges (DSTC7) workshop. The information provided to participants will include
1

https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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a detailed description of the baseline system, instructions for submitting results for evaluation, and
details of the evaluation scheme.
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